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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
The New Zealand Hydrological Society has
achieved another milestone, with this year being
60 years since its formal founding on 25 August
1961. In recognising this, the Society celebrated
this milestone as part of its 60th Anniversary
Conference which was held at Te Papa in
Wellington from 30 November to 3 December.
A special journal publication to celebrate the 60th
Anniversary has been produced and is in the mail
to all members – you will hopefully receive this
before Christmas. I hope all of you enjoy reading
it as it covers the last ten years of the Society and
is a follow on from the “red book” the Society
published for its 50th Anniversary in 2011.
The Wellington conference theme was: He
kimihanga waiwaiā o te wai māori | An Essential
Freshwater Odyssey, which captures the idea of a
water management/guardianship journey from the
past to the future. This was an appropriate theme
for the stage we currently find ourselves at with
the government’s Essential Freshwater reforms and
the central concept of Te Mana o te Wai.
The Wellington organising committee put a lot
of effort into organising this conference under
the required pandemic protocols and, despite the
challenges, succeeded in delivering a memorable
conference. A big thank you and appreciation to
the Committee, OnCue (our Conference support)
and Te Papa for making this event happen. We had
about 175 attendees present at the conference
and about 90 virtual attendees including some
virtual presenters. Excellent keynotes speeches
and papers were presented, and the conference
included a workshop on modelling for limit setting
– where several regional modelling experiences
were presented followed by a panel discussion.
Whilst the protocols negated the ability to hold
a welcome function the dinner proceeded with
socially distanced seating with all food and
refreshments served to each table. Unfortunately,
no dancing was allowed but a large number of
eager members did make an effort to dress up for
the sixties themed dinner, with the ‘best dressed’
awards being hotly contested!

The Society took the opportunity at the
Conference to recognise several members for their
outstanding contribution to NZ Hydrology with the
Society’s award. The recipients of the Outstanding
Achievement awards were Murray Hicks from
NIWA, Uwe Morgenstern from GNS and Li Ping
Pang from ESR. I would like to congratulate all
three of them and they truly deserve this award
for their extensive contribution in their specific
fields to hydrology in New Zealand. A more
detailed citation with their achievements will be in
the next E-Current.
I would also like to note that our long-serving
Society Secretary Raelene Mercer stood down
from her position at the elections this year. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank her for her
diligent efforts over the years and we look forward
to her continued involvement with the society. We
wish Raelene well in all her future undertakings.
Conny Tschritter from GNS has taken over the
Secretary’s position and we welcome Conny to this
role and we also welcome Rebecca Morris from
Greater Wellington into the Executive Committee.
I would like to convey my thanks to all the
Executive members for your support throughout
the year and what an extraordinary year it has been
with the re-emergence of Covid. As we move into
the end of 2021 and Christmas and the holiday
season, I wish all members and your family and
friends a safe, happy, healthy and relaxing break.
All of us in the Executive look forward to serving
our members and to continue promoting our
mission to further the science of hydrology and its
application to the understanding and management
of New Zealand’s water resources. We look
forward to hearing from you and welcome any
suggestions or ideas for the Society you have for
us to follow up on. We hope 2022 brings a more
positive year for all.
Kia Kaha
Joseph Thomas
President NZHS
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30 November — 3 December 2021

RECENT EVENT

60th Conference – Te Papa, Wellington

The 60th Conferene "quick masks off" photo

The original 50th Conference "pre-mask wearing" photo
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The 2021 Conference Dinner and 70's themed dress-ups...

The bessed dressed finalists... and the winners...
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Graeme Horrell & Alexandra Badenhop
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Raelene Mercer
– Conference Dinner MC

Joseph Thomas
presenting for Liping Pang

Uwe Morgenstern

Murray Hicks
(via Jo Hoyle's phone)

Morgan Bennet

Jamie Lynds

Amandine Bosserelle

Irene Setiwan

MS on behalf of
Chris Daughney

Annette Bolton

Paul White

Hugh Thorp

John Montgomery

2021 PRIZE WINNERS
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WGA Student Oral Presentation, 1st Place — Jamie Lynds, University of Otago
WGA Student Oral Presentation, 2nd Place — Amandine Bosserelle, University of Canterbury
WGA Student Oral Presentation, 3rd Place — Irene Setiawan, Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management
WGA Student Poster Presentation — Morgan Bennet, University of Otago
Best Overall Oral Presentation — Chris Daughney, NIWA
Best Overall Oral Presentation Runner-up — Clare Maginess, PDP & Paul White, GNS (joint)
Best Overall Poster Presentation— Not awarded
Best Virtual Presentation — Daniel Collins, Lincoln University
Peoples Choice — Oral Presentation — Chris Daughney, NIWA & Annette Bolton, ESR (joint)
Peoples Choice — Poster Presentation — John Montgomery, NIWA
NZHS Outstanding Achievement Award — Uwe Morgenstern, GNS
NZHS Outstanding Achievement Award — Murray Hicks, Niwa
NZHS Outstanding Achievement Award — Liping Pang, ESR
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ARTICLE

Remote sensing methods for
environmental monitoring in Northland
Frederika Mourot1, Andrew Holdaway2, Rogier Westerhoff1, Conny Tschritter1,
Maïwenn Herpe1, Pete Watt2, Hoa Pham3
GNS Science, 2Indufor Asia Pacific, 3Northland Regional Council

1

Introduction
Environmental monitoring (i.e., freshwater, land,
coastal, marine and air domains) is undertaken
by regional councils under the Resource
Management Act (1991, currently under review)
and the Environmental Reporting Act (2015).
Recent developments in remote sensing (RS)
technologies, facilitated by cloud-based access
to imagery and processing tools, provide a new
era for environmental monitoring with
opportunities to increase both spatial and
temporal coverage. Although the techonology is
promising, these RS monitoring processes often
require specialised resources.

implemented by New Zealand regional councils
(EnviroSatTools [2020]). We also utilised our
experience in RS surveying and intepretation (e.g.,
Mourot et al., 2019; Figure 1; Indufor [20]) to
complement the review.

The Northland Regional Council (NRC),
therefore, commissioned GNS Science (GNS) to
investigate current available RS options through
a literature review and provide recommendations
regarding platforms, sensors and implementation
of such techniques. GNS was assisted by the
expertise of Indufor Asia Pacific in developing
and delivering satellite-based monitoring systems
to complete this task. This work supports the
deployment of RS environmental monitoring
techniques in the region.
Methodology
A comprehensive literature review on RS
platforms (UAV, airborne and satellites), associated
sensors (e.g. multispectral, hyperspectral and
synthetic aperture radar) and, monitoring
applications related to air/climate, freshwater,
land and ocean/coastal domains was undertaken.
Reviewed material focussed on recent
publications and included the latterly completed
EnviroSatTools Project wiki page, which gives
examples of environmental monitoring initiatives
7

Figure 1: UAV multispectral imagery acquisition in Hawke’s
Bay to inform spatial characterisation of groundwater
recharge (Photograph: F. Mourot, GNS Science, 2019).
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For each of the RS platforms and applications,
a summary of technical details (e.g. spatial,
temporal and spectral resolutions), benefits
(e.g., short satellite re-visit time, sensor cloud
penetration), limitations (e.g., coarse spatial
resolution, the complexity of interpretation) and
applicability for the Northland region was provided
with appropriate referencing.

Findings of the literature review
In addition to a summary report (Mourot et al.
2021), the complete findings of the literature
review were presented on a wiki page (Figure 2),
that NRC decided to share publically:
https://rs-environmental-monitoring.atlassian.net/
wiki/spaces/LR/overview?mode=global
The wiki page displays information in a user
friendly manner that can be used for outreach
purposes. Additionaly, it is intended to be a
dynamic resource that can be updated as the
technology and applications progress.

Figure 2: Overview of the wiki page built as part of this study with the Confluence Software. a) main page with links to
RS platforms and sensors and RS applications menus; b) Land RS applications menu; c) Example of one of the land RS
applications showing utilised satellites, monitoring elements, monitoring techniques, case studies, benefits and limitation;
d) applicability to Northland and interactive links to references.
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Recommendations and conclusion

Acknowledgements

Our literature review highlighted the large
potential for RS monitoring in New Zealand
across all four domains (air/climate, freshwater,
land and ocean/coastal). Based on the review
and the team's expertise in the domains of
RS, environmental monitoring and resource
management, we recommended that NRC adopts
a phased approach to deploy RS monitoring
techniques, including:

The authors also thank Magali Moreau (GNS
Science) and Jean-Charles Perquin (Northland
Regional Council) for their reviews. The authors
welcome comments and feedback on this article
and should address any correspondence to
Frederika f.mourot@gns.cri.nz.

(i)

assessment of RS monitoring needs and
opportunities;

(ii)

capability building;

(iii)

election, test and validation of applications;
and

(iv)

implementation of RS applications as part
of routine monitoring practices.

We strongly recommend keeping in-situ
monitoring capabilities while developing RS
monitoring capability, as the two approaches
are complementary and, if employed jointly,
can significantly improve current networks and
practices. RS applications also require groundtruthing data to be validated and calibrated. Such
a ‘paired’ environmental monitoring system allows
for better-informed decision making and improved
environmental resilience to impending threats such
as population growth and climate change.

9
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ARTICLE

Bryan Bates, Cirrus Associates Limited

Keeping hydrology real
It was a pleasure to read Anthony Fowler’s analysis
of the Albert Park rain gauge data collected from
1853 to the present (Journal of Hydrology (NZ),
volume 60(1)). He noted that the site had been
in the present set up since the early 1990s. What
was not mentioned was the retention of the site
was brought about to some extent by luck, then
by intervention. At the time, government funding
cuts meant the Meteorological Service, and indeed
other government departments, were seeking
savings due to funding cuts.
Having arranged a meeting with the regional
meteorologist at the time after luckily hearing
a rumour that the site was to be moved, we
were told that the rumour was true. However,
the meteorologist assured us that there would
be a new site established on the roof of the
Met Service’s new office building (now gone) in
Ponsonby, a couple of kilometres away. The record
would be adjusted to ensure continuity.
This was one of the longest rainfall records in
Auckland, where stormwater issues and droughts
were having significant impacts on the country’s
most populous region. Its longevity and location
made the site arguably one of the most important
records in the country.
The regional meteorologist remained unmoved.
At that point, the Regional Council, the University
and City Council decided to take over the funding
of the site in its location and the rest is history,
which you can read in Anthony’s paper.

10

More recently, a colleague and I were investigating
groundwater in South Auckland and pump testing
a bore to determine flow capacity and effects
on neighbouring bores. We knew there was a
long-term groundwater monitoring bore 200
metres south operated by Auckland Council.
This was installed by one of our colleagues in the
late 1970s. After setup we walked over to the
monitoring site and opened the recorder box to
access the bore. Whoa. It was empty. No recorder.
Nothing. A site with potentially over 30 years of
continuous records, gone. At least the bore was
still there and a manual water level measurement
was made.
Under pressure from funding cuts, site closures
are justified by developing a matrix, preparing a
computer model and doing a cost-benefit analysis
of the value of the site.
Unfortunately, cost-benefit analyses do not usually
include the value of continuous hydrological data
in 30 years’ time. Who would have known 30 years
ago that climate change would now be a central
focus of governments around the world? Now data
from long-term sites is being wheeled out to show
the actual changes and calibrate models.
Water managers need to continue to support
a wide network of long-term hydrological sites
while overcoming short-term funding pressures
to ensure real data can be used to provide real
outcomes.
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UPDATE

Compiled by James Griffiths

NIWA Update
Citizen scientists warm to alpine data collection
A new citizen science initiative dubbed ‘Aotearoa Snow’ was
launched by Alice Hill (assisted by Bruce Dudley), to increase data
collection of alpine precipitation isotopes for NIWA’s nationwide
‘iso-scape’ model. More accurate forecasting of isotopes across the
data-scarce mountainous regions will facilitate better forecasting
of downstream river flow source water contributions, as well as
catchment residence time calculations. Both of these outputs
will feed into the New Zealand Water Model (NZWaM) and will
potentially help improve New Zealand’s long-term water security.

Dr Alice Hill sampling snow meltwater.

Jump-starting New Zealand Battery
NIWA are leading three projects related to the concept of a pumped
hydro facility at Lake Onslow (for MBIE). A systematic nationwide
GIS scan of potential sites for a 5 to 12 TWh pumped storage
scheme has been performed by Matt Wilkins. This included the
development of an algorithm to locate potential pumped hydro sites
based on topography and streamflow characteristics.
A second project involves the collection of environmental data
(hydrology and ecology) within the Lake Onslow catchment and
a review of the potential impacts on flora, fauna and biota from
an expanded lake. Fieldwork and modelling activities are being
led by a group of NIWA scientists: Anika Kuczynski and David
Plew (Hydrodynamic modelling), Rick Stoffels (Food web), and
Clive Howard-Williams (Greenhouse Gas emissions). NIWA is also
11
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collaborating with scientists from the Cawthron Institute and the
University of Otago on these initiatives.
Finally, NIWA scientists are assessing the present and future states
and trends of three sources of renewable energy: hydro-power
(Christian Zammit), wind (Richard Turner), and solar (Ben Liley).
The study will produce insights into the likely impacts of climate
change on the spatial and temporal variability of hydropower inflows,
regional wind flows, and solar insolation. Insights into current and
future correlation between each of these sources of power will also
be made. The results of this study will also have implications for the
operation of the proposed pumped hydro facility.

Returning from Lake Onslow survey work. PHOTO: A Willsman

Insights from Irrigation Insight MBIE Endeavour
Programme
After missing the 2020 farmer workshop due to COVID-19
restrictions, the NIWA-led Irrigation Insight Endeavour programme
(MBIE) held its 8th annual farmers’ workshop in Rangiora in
May 2021. Attendees included farmers, consultants, auditors,
representatives from regional and central governments, CRIs, and
industry. Being the last workshop of the programme (which ended
in September 2021), MS Srinivasan led the discussion of programme
outcomes and their potential implications.

Can’t touch this: measuring river flows
Hamish Biggs and Graeme Smart from NIWA have developed
a partnership with Auckland Council, Tasman District Council,
Environment Southland and Marlborough District Council to collect
river flow data (‘without touching water’) and develop guidance
for using cameras or surface velocity radar to measure river flow in
12
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New Zealand. The document ‘River discharge from surface velocity
measurements: A field guide for selecting alpha’ was completed
and released in June 2021 (EnviroLink). Reviews from international
experts and council team members have been highly favourable
and it is hoped that this document will be widely used. Some
content from this document has already been incorporated into the
Australian National Industry Guidelines for hydrometric monitoring.

Impact of climate change on groundwater
In collaboration with Environment Southland, Jing Yang and Channa
Rajanayaka have been investigating the impact of climate and landuse changes on regional groundwater. This involves development
of a groundwater model with NIWA’s latest digital river network;
a dynamic river-routing package that predicts transient changes in
surface–groundwater interaction; a soil–water balance model to
estimate land surface recharge; and a refinement of model resolution
from monthly to weekly to better capture dynamic surface and
ground water interactions. Results demonstrate that the above
updates have considerably improved the prediction of groundwater
levels, allowing the new model to be used to assess the impacts of
water abstraction and land use change on groundwater systems in
Southland in the future.

Comparison of simulated (black line) and observed (red line) weekly time series of groundwater levels at Hilda monitoring sites.

Water-tight mapping
Rose Pearson is working on the Flood Resilience Aotearoa MBIE
Endeavour Programme and has been busy creating a hydrologically
conditioned ‘GeoFabric’ to be used in the hydraulic modelling
process. Initial work has centred on the automatic generation of a
'water-tight (no holes)' DEM, derived from offshore contours; LiDAR
(where it exists); and a base-layer New Zealand-wide DEM. The
approach has been published as part of the publicly available Python
GeoFabricspackage v0.1. This is being tested with a subset of data
around the Waikanae River mouth, but the approach can be applied
to any catchment within NZ.

The right amount of water at the right time
Automatic water flow control systems for irrigation schemes play a
pivotal role in supporting our primary industries. On the cusp of the
irrigation season, NIWA’s Instrument Systems ‘Irrigation A-team’, Rod
Mckay, Steve de Lima, Brent Williams and Brendon Smith, heeded
13
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the call for urgent assistance and installed automated controls at the
main intake points, which are essential to control the flow of water in
pipes and channels and to maintain buffer pond levels.
When the team completes the work, the irrigation schemes will be
operating with very fast-acting automatic flow control, keeping pipes
full while not overflowing the buffer ponds that feed them. These
turnouts can still be operated manually, but it would require an
operator at the site, 24/7, so the savings our automation delivers are
significant.
New debris-cleaning systems at Waimakariri and Acton also needed
to be completed to ensure adequate water could always be admitted,
unimpeded, into the scheme intakes. From one of Acton’s main water
races, water is now being delivered to farms through pipes, rather
than open channels.

One of 12 installations delivering on-farm, piped, flow-controlled water on the
Acton scheme.

Critical advice during West Coast flooding
NIWA had not long signed a contract to develop a dedicated flood
forecasting system for West Coast Regional Council (WCRC) when
a red alert for heavy rain was issued for the Buller and Westland
regions. There were concerns that flooding could coincide with high
tides and storm surge at the coast.
Our project with WCRC involves using our flow forecasting
system and updating the flood flow model for Buller, coupled with
developing pre-computed inundation scenarios. While the work had
only just begun when the rainfall alert came, existing relationships
meant that WCRC and emergency responders looked immediately to
us for advice, and we were able to generate detailed forecasts based
on absolute flow values, while also using the national-scale flow
forecast model for context.
During the event, two of three water-level sensors near Westport
were washed out. The remaining gauge was partially broken, but
still sending information, so at the council’s request we increased
14
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data transmission from hourly to every 15 mins. Alongside this realtime and forecast river flow information, we provided sea-level and
wave forecasts to the council. These all contributed to the council’s
decisions to evacuate people and to delay letting them return home
while the river was still rising the next day.
The NIWA team consisted of hydrologists, modellers,
geomorphologists, meteorologists, mappers and hazard planning
specialists: Celine Cattoën-Gilbert, Richard Measures, Graeme
Smart, Shaun Williams, Chris Brandolino, Mike O’Driscoll,
John Porteous, Jo Hoyle, Jo Bind, Jules Sykes, Ryan Paulik and
Emily Lane.

NIWA’s new office at Twizel
In October, NIWA shifted into its new Tekapo office, at Twizel.
The new, custom-built facility is open for business. A blessing was
held for the new building in October with Arowhenua, Waihao and
Moeraki rūnanga and NIWA staff and family. An opening is being
planned for 2022.
Arowhenua, Waihao and Moeraki
rūnanga and NIWA staff and family
outside the new facility in Twizel.
Photo: Trevor Huang.

Staff News
Rasool Porhemmat has joined NIWA’s Hydrological Processes team
in Christchurch. In July 2021, Rasool successfully defended his PhD
thesis titled: ‘Hydrometeorology of large snowfall and snowmelt
events in the Southern Alps’.
Shortly after completing the analysis of her citizen science-collected
alpine data set, and just in time for Halloween, Alice Hill went into
labour and successfully delivered a baby girl.
MS Srinivasan has now completed his secondment to MPI and is
back at NIWA full-time.
NIWA’s longstanding source of all hydrological information and
knowledge, aka Roddy Henderson, retired in June, leaving a big gap
to fill at NIWA’s Christchurch office. Roddy’s contribution to NIWA
and its predecessor organisations were fondly remembered and
recognised at his farewell.

Roddy Henderson above Hutt-Wainui.
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Compiled by Nimthara Udawatta

UPDATE

GNS Science Update
Staffing
During the last six months, the Hydrogeology
Group at GNS has had to farewell one of our team
members and welcome another:
Rob van der Raaij (Lab Lead Scientist for the
gas tracer lab) is embarking on new challenges
as Senior Environmental Scientist, Hydrology at
Greater Wellington Regional Council. Rob joined
GNS as a graduate, and what a contribution he has
made over the years! Working within the Water
Dating Laboratory, he developed new research
into dissolved gas tracers for hydrogeological
research applications (CFCs, SF6, dissolved Ar, N2
and CH4.) and contributed to a large number of
commercial reports. We are sad to see him leave
but excited for this next stage of his career.
Matthew Coble just joined us as an isotope
hydrogeologist within the Surface Geosciences
Department at GNS Science. Matt earned a PhD
from Stanford University (2012) and worked
previously as a research scientist and manager
of the SHRIMP-RG ion microprobe laboratory
at Stanford. Since moving to New Zealand, he
has worked at Victoria University of Wellington
and the Royal Society Te Apārangi. His research
interests focus on developing and applying
new analytical methods to better quantify the
timescales of geologic and hydrologic processes.
At GNS, Matt is designing and building a new gas
purification and mass spectrometer system for
analysing noble gases in water. Matt will work
closely with the Water Dating Laboratory team on
projects focused on isotope hydrology, age tracers
and noble gas analysis of water.

Regional groundwater flow dynamics
assessment for the West Coast
The first of a series of regional syntheses of
environmental tracers planned within the
Te Whakaheke o Te Wai (TWOTW) research
programme has now been completed for the
16

West Coast region. This synthesis holistically
describes the flow sources, pathways and time
lags of water moving through catchments at
the regional scale using age and hydrochemical
tracers. It will inform the assessment of hydraulic
parameters and support assessment of regionspecific water issues as part of the groundwater
flow models and management tools component of
the programme. This work was co-funded through
an Envirolink grant.
Results from this synthesis shows West Coast
rivers and streams are hydraulically well-connected
to adjacent, mostly oxic, Holocene gravel aquifers.
Rainfall is actively contributing to groundwater
recharge throughout the region. The assembled
dataset indicates that groundwater in this region
is young with typically short (less than 10 years)
residence times and is expected to be sensitive to
land-use changes. Three geographically distinct
hydrochemical signatures are consistent with
topography and geologically distinct areas: pristine
alpine foothills; impacted coastal or fluvial areas;
and a dilute valley with indication of land-use
impact. There is no suggestion of confined or
disconnected groundwater conditions throughout
large parts of the region’s aquifers. Although
there is evidence of increased abstraction in the
Grey Valley, there was no indication of residence
time varying with abstraction. The fast water
transit time suggests that changes in freshwater
management practices may result in improvements
in a relatively short timeframe. Similar regional
syntheses are currently being undertaken in the
Gisborne, Tasman and Auckland regions.
For more information on TWOTW, feel free to get
in touch with Uwe Morgenstern or Cath Moore.
Moreau, M.; Morgenstern, U.; van der Raaij, R.W.;, Horrox,
J. 2021: West Coast groundwater dynamics and
hydrochemical evolution as inferred from regional
water age and chemistry tracer data. GNS Science
report; 2021/16. Lower Hutt (NZ): GNS Science. ).
doi:10.21420/60DD-SQ44.
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Figure 1: Conceptual groundwater flow in the West Coast region inferred from groundwater recharge source and age
data. The Alpine Fault acts as a hydraulic seal between groundwater held in the schist mountains to the southeast
of the fault and the unconfined water table in fan and alluvial gravel deposits northwest of the fault. Blue arrows
indicate groundwater flow in the Quaternary gravel fans recharged from their Alpine rivers and foothill streams.
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SkyTEM data modelling in Hawke’s Bay
Close to 8000 km of airborne time domain
electromagnetic data (SkyTEM) were collected in
early 2020 over the Heretaunga and Ruataniwha
plains and Poukawa and Otane basins as part of
the Hawke’s Bay 3D Aquifer Mapping Project
(3DAMP). SkyTEM data processing, resistivity and
hydrogeological modelling has been completed
for the Poukawa and Otane survey areas. SkyTEM
data processing and resistivity modelling has
been completed for the Heretaunga Plains
survey area and partially completed for the
Ruataniwha Plains survey area. Hydrogeological
modelling is underway for these two areas. Due
to the structural complexity of the areas and
the presence of limestone, an interpretation
procedure is being undertaken to first delineate
major hydrogeological units before undertaking
further detailed interpretation within each major
hydrogeological unit. As part of the project, drilling

has also been completed in the Ruataniwha and
Heretaunga Plains areas to collect additional
datasets to aid interpretations. An online ESRI
StoryMap is being developed as a public outreach
tool and to provide access to 3D datasets and
reports as they become publicly available, utilising
online data-access developments funded by GNS
since 2014. The first StoryMap release is expected
in November 2021. 3DAMP is scheduled to be
completed in December 2022. This work is cofunded by the Provincial Growth Fund, Hawke’s
Bay Regional Council and GNS Strategic Science
Investment Fund.
For more information, contact: Zara Rawlinson.
Rawlinson, Z.J.; Sahoo, T.R.; Kellett, R.L.; Cameron, S.G.
2021: Hawke’s Bay 3D Aquifer Mapping Project:
hydrogeological interpretation of the SkyTEMderived resistivity models within the Poukawa and
Otane basins. Wairakei (NZ): GNS Science. 107 p.
Consultancy Report 2021/12.

Figure 2: (A) An example showing a N-S resistivity profile across the Poukawa and Otane Basins study area.
(B) Interpreted profile with major hydrogeological units (HU). Borehole data and QMAP surface geology
provide calibration for the interpretation. Figure from Rawlinson et al. (2021).
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Exploring model Complexity and decision support
modelling
GNS continues to explore the important trade-offs between
groundwater model complexity and decision support modelling.
Complex models typically take longer to build, run and analyse.
This additional investment does not always provide better-informed
management decisions.
As part of the Groundwater Modelling Decision Support Initiative
(GMDSI), Catherine Moore (GNS) and John Doherty (Watermark
Numerical Computing) present an open-access, cogent monograph
addressing model complexity for decision support modelling and
provide a roadmap for the appropriate level of complexity to include
in a groundwater model, depending on the information available
and the management predictions of interest (Doherty and Moore,
2021). Along those lines, the same authors published an openaccess article in Frontiers In Earth Science, exploring the adequacy of
steady-state-only calibration for reducing uncertainties in transient
predictions. This open-access paper identifies benefits (e.g., data
requirements, speed) and potential shortcomings (e.g., inability
to match important transient features of the system) of using
steady-state models in decision support modelling. Approaches
for addressing these shortcomings are discussed. This work is an
extension of the Smart Models for Aquifer Management MBIE
Endeavour Programme (2015–18).
As part of TWOTW and the GNS Groundwater SSIF research
program, a script-based approach to building groundwater
models at various scales is being developed. This approach allows
model resolution, stream networks, and subsurface data to be
easily updated based on the available data and can be applied to
groundwater projects ranging from a local to national scale. This
approach is being used to build a national-scale groundwater model
for use in the New Zealand Water Model (NZWaM). These models
are designed to run with the latest release of MODFLOW 6.
If you would like more information, feel free to contact:
Wes Kitlasten or Cath Moore.
Doherty, J.; Moore, C.T. 2021: Decision Support Modelling Viewed through the
Lens of Model Complexity. A GMDSI Monograph. National Centre for
Groundwater Research and Training, Flinders University, South Australia.
Moore, C.T., Doherty, J. 2021: Exploring the adequacy of stead-state-only
calibration. Frontiers in Earth Science 9: 777. DOI:10.3389/feart.2021.692671
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UPDATE

Compiled by Juliet Clague

Lincoln Agritech Update
Critical Pathways Programme
The MBIE-funded Critical Pathways Programme (CPP) aims to
unravel the different pathways of contaminant transfer at the
sub-catchment scale. Our Hamilton team have been making the
most of the rainy weather, carrying out high-flow gauging and
sampling campaigns to complement our continuous monitoring setups (Figure 1).
To enable us to gauge streams that are not safe to wade with our
Flowtracker2 equipment, we hired a Sontek RS5 ADCP system from
Envco (Figure 2). Given that this system performed very well under
a wide range of site and flow conditions, we have now ordered one.

Figure 1: A Geolux Radar and NICO nitrate sensor installed on the Piakonui stream provide continuous flow and nitrate
data. Image on the left is from June, image on the right is one month later, in July 2021.
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Figure 2: Gauging the Piakonui stream using a RS5, July 2021.

In June we held community drop-in sessions in both of our study
catchments to give everyone a chance to come by and ask
questions and catch-up with how the research is going and our plans
for the future. We also invited folks to view one of our continuous
flow and nitrate recording sites in each catchment to see the
‘science’ in action.

Figure 3: Community drop-in session held at the Reporoa Memorial Hall on 23 June 2021.
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Braided Rivers Programme
The Lincoln-based team has been busy with field installations
on their MBIE-funded Braided Rivers Programme over the last
couple of months. A programme of Sonic Core Drilling originally
started in mid-August but was paused over a Level 4 Covid
Lockdown. Drilling restarted in early September and finished in
mid-September (Figure 4). This drilling added a further 11 drill holes
to an already extensively monitored Selwyn River project area,
including approximately 160 m of drill core. Nine of the drill holes
have piezometers and loggers installed and two 30 m holes have
temperature-sensing fibre optic and heat pulse cable installed for
fine-scale vertical temperature gradient monitoring and heat flux
surveys (Figure 5).

Figure 4 (above): Sonic drilling and
fibre installation, September 2021
Figure 5 (right): Fibre optic splicing in
the field, October 2021.
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International Interdisciplinary Conference on Land Use
and Water Quality (LuWQ2022)
While our prospects for international travel in 2022 still seem
rather dubious, the international science community aims to resume
face-to-face conferences next year. Accordingly, LuWQ2021
has now morphed into LuWQ2022 and is scheduled to go ahead
in Maastricht, the Netherlands, from 12-15 September 2022.
Earlier conferences of this series were extremely well attended
by participants from Aotearoa New Zealand, reflecting the high
relevance of the conference scope to our country. Given that the
deadline for abstract submission is not before February, there is still
hope that some of us might be able to make it to LuWQ2022
in September. Please check the website for detailed information:
www.luwq2022.nl.
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UPDATE

Compiled by Kate Mason

Aqualinc Update
New Recruits
Aqualinc has welcomed a new member of staff recently: Kate Mason
joins corporate services as our Digital Content Specialist. Kate has
over 13 years in the digital space both in New Zealand and overseas
and will be driving Aqualinc’s digital content.

Canterbury groundwater levels
Six months ago, groundwater levels across much of Canterbury were
looking pretty dire, with many wells showing record, or near-record,
low levels. At the end of May, parts of Canterbury received the
equivalent of two to three months’ rain in two to three days (Figure
1). NIWA noted that Lismore, near Ashburton, received 238 mm in
just over two days – equivalent to half a year’s average rainfall. The
intense rainfall caused severe flooding, but also resulted in a major
recovery in groundwater levels. The seasonal recovery of 10–15 m
in many wells has resulted in many water levels recovering to around
the long-term average (Figure 1). The effects of this very intense
rainfall event on nitrate leaching will be interesting to observe.

Figure 1: M53/5696 at West Melton shows groundwater levels bouncing back after the May 2021 rainfall event,
with recovery continuing through to October 2021.
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Small water suppliers
With the Water Services Bill going through Parliament and the
formation of the new drinking water regulator, Taumata Arowai,
many rural landowners will become small suppliers (supplying more
than one household) and as such will have to become registered
and treat the water they supply. This will affect tens of thousands
of property owners and is obviously a major concern. We have been
working with Mackenzie District Council to identify small suppliers
within the district, help them understand the changing rules, and
identify ways forward. The ‘acceptable solutions’ options being
developed by Taumata Arowai should provide a pragmatic way for
small suppliers to comply but need to be communicated clearly.

Research projects
Our first irrigation season at the N-Wise Irrigation field trial site
in Central Canterbury is about to get underway. This will allow
us to test a number of different irrigation strategies, aimed at
maintaining production while keeping drainage and N-loss through
the soil profile to a minimum. The Aqualinc field services team have
commenced weekly soil moisture and pasture measurements at the
site, in addition to the telemetered data from the sensors that have
been installed.
As mentioned in the last e-Current, we are continuing to work on
our Agile, Adaptive Water Allocation Policy project, which is funded
through MPI’s SLMACC programme. We have shared initial results
from the programme in webinars with councils, MfE and MPI, and
will continue modelling the dynamic allocation policy options that
we have been testing. The initial results show that some fairly severe
changes to water allocations may be needed to protect lowland
stream flows under future climates.
We have been modelling water availability and security on a
national scale as a project for MPI. This project looked at the
availability and security of supply from different water sources
and identified districts that have the greatest potential for water
storage development (based on the availability of water and land-use
options).
Along with EOS Ecology and Cawthron Institute we are developing
a catchment plan for the Ararira /LII catchment, which flows into
Te Waihora Lake Ellesmere. This project is being completed for
the DoC / Fonterra Living Water partnership and is aiming to
create a catchment plan and implementation guide that address
multiple values while still maintaining the drainage function of the
constructed drainage network.
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Irrigation management
In most areas spring has been a real mixture of weather patterns
(as is usual for this season), some really warm sunny days, followed
by cooler days and frequent rainfall. Generally, these rainfall events
mean that many (apart from those in very light soils) will have held
off irrigating. As is normal in the ‘shoulders’ of the irrigation season
the importance of accurate soil moisture measurement and advice
is crucial to ensure soil moisture levels are maintained into the hot,
dry summer months. We often see complacency and a late start to
irrigation due to soil moisture levels dropping faster than expected;
when this happens it can take several weeks to catch up.

Groundwater modelling
Our groundwater modelling team has continued to focus on
developing models and working with clients and key stakeholders
in the Tasman, Northland, Hawkes Bay and Canterbury regions. As
water is becoming increasingly difficult to manage well, these models
(of varying complexities) have been essential to providing the right
information needed for competent decision making. They have also
been a valuable asset for assessing groundwater source water risk
management areas.
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UPDATE

Compiled by Theo Sarris

ESR Update
Staffing updates
Sujani Ariyadasa recently joined the ESR groundwater team
after completing her PhD in Biotechnology at the University of
Canterbury/ESR. She is currently working as a microbiology
scientist alongside ESR’s Liping Pang and Craig Billington. Sujani’s
work focuses on developing biopolymer surrogates that closely
represent waterborne pathogens in shape, size, surface charge,
and hydrophobicity and validating surrogate mimics in laboratoryscale simulated systems.

Groundwater Remediation Programme
Monitoring and assessing the performance of the experimental
woodchip denitrification wall in the gravel aquifer at Silverstream
Reserve has continued under ESR’s newly funded Groundwater
Remediation research project. Phil Abraham, Richard Sutton, Panan
Sitthirit and Mark Flintoft have been conducting regular fieldsampling of groundwater for chemical and microbiological analysis,
as well as making measurements of greenhouse gas emissions at the
site. The wall is coming up to its third-year anniversary and continues
to demonstrate effective removal of nitrate in groundwater at
the fast-flowing field site. Theo Sarris and Prof. Andrew Binley
from Lancaster University are analysing the results of a series of
hydrogeophysical experiments to determine the hydraulic function
of the woodchip wall. Louise Weaver, Judith Webber and Erin McGill
are analysing the environmental DNA data collected from water
samples and cores recovered from directional drilling.
Meanwhile, Lee Burbery, Phil Abraham and Mark Flintoft have
finalised installation and instrumentation of the in-stream woodchip
denitrifying bioreactor installed on a dairy farm near Geraldine for
automated monitoring. Both NIWA and DairyNZ are co-supporters
of the project, which aims to assess the viability of woodchip
denitrifying bioreactor technology as a nitrate-mitigation tool in the
Canterbury landscape. The bioreactor is working well and reducing
nitrate levels, with the treatment efficiency being very dependent on
flow rates, as expected.
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View of the operational in-stream woodchip denitrifying bioreactor near Geraldine
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Novel Legionella mimics for studying Legionella in
engineered water systems
Through a Marsden Fund grant, we have developed a worldfirst food-grade surrogate for studying Legionella in water
systems using surface-modified, DNA-encapsulated biopolymer
microparticles, which have similar size, rod-shape, surface charge
and hydrophobicity to those of Legionella pneumophila. The findings
from preliminary laboratory flow-through bioreactor experiments
demonstrated that the surrogate mimicked L. pneumophila
reasonably well regarding its attachment to and detachment
from biofilms grown on plumbing material, and L. pneumophila
degradation to some extent, in both the presence and absence of
residual chlorine. With further validation, the new surrogate can be
used as a new tool to study L. pneumophila mobility and persistence
in engineered water systems, thereby facilitating more accurate
predictions and control of the legionellosis risk. Contact Liping Pang
(liping.pang@esr.cri.nz) for more details.

Bridging the gap in OWMS performance: a field-scale
model
ESR is developing a field study site in Canterbury for the purpose
of installing a domestic on-site wastewater management system
(OWMS) to explore the chemical and microbiological risks to the
post-land application system (LAS) discharge receiving environment,
in particular groundwater quality. The site will also enable ESR to
explore the arbitrary 50-metre setback distance ‘rule’ that councils
often apply to on-site wastewater systems and down-gradient
drinking water wells. This project is led by Bronwyn Humphries and
Louise Weaver and is a collaboration between ESR, Environment
Canterbury, Hynds, Waimakariri District Council, ecoEng and
Whiterock Consulting Ltd.
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Opportunities for microbial removal within an on-site wastewater
management system and the receiving environment:
1) the OWMS treatment plant, 2) land application system,
3) vadose zone and 4) saturated zone.

An updated Microbial Risk Assessment Tool
ESR and GNS are working towards the development of an updated
Microbial Risk Assessment Tool. The tool will address a range of
land use activities that might occur within a source-water risk
management area (also known as a source protection zone) and
for drinking water wells pumped at a range of rates equivalent to
domestic, small town and municipal uses. Users will be able to vary
the acceptable risk level, considering the entire spectrum from riskaverse to risk-tolerant solutions. The tool is being developed with
input and feedback from regional councils and practitioners.
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